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Motivational  Thought:   

 
For every person who climbs the ladder of success….. 

 

There are a dozen waiting for an elevator 

USSF  Sanctioned  Events  
DATE    LOCATION              EVENT             POC     TYPE 

21 Feb 15    San Antonio, TX        Asian Festival              Tom Zabel                     Demonstration  

27-29 Mar 15    Kansas City, MO        Training Camp                      Andre Coleman             Training  

28 Mar 15    San Antonio, TX        Tejeda History Faire             Tom Zabel    Demonstration  

25 Apr 15          San Antonio, TX        Texas Fiesta Tournament      Tom Zabel                      Tournament 

13 Jun 15     Parkville, MO         U.S. Nationals/North Americans       Matt Ritchie        Nationals/North Americans  

19 Sep 15    Atlanta, GA                Japan Fest                             Packy Bannevans          Tournament  

24 Oct 15    San Antonio, TX        Texas Classic              Tom Zabel                     Tournament  

  

International  Events 
DATE                           LOCATION                    EVENT                                      QUALIFYING  EVENT 
29-30 2015                           Osaka, Japan                            World Championships                          2015 U.S. Nationals 

27 Aug-3 Sep 2016              Beijing, China                          World Combat Games                          2015 North Americans 

30-31 Jul 2016                     Mongolia                                  World Championships                          2016 U.S. Nationals   

3-13 Aug 2017                     Wroclaw, Poland                      World Games                                       2016 U.S. Nationals   
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KOSHIWARI 

 

Koshiwari is usually performed in conjunction with, immediately after shiko, performing two eight-count repetitions.   

 

Performing koshiwari will aid in maintaining your sumo posture by giving you flexibility.  This exercise will help to lower your 

hips while maintaining your stability and center of gravity.  It conditions the flexibility of the hip joint and the elasticity of the 

knees.   

STEP 1   Take the position of shiko.  Pull your hips forward.   

STEP 2   Drop your hips deep, squat as low as you can, place hands on your knee (as in step 1) or on your  thighs (as in STEP 2).   

                Hold for an eight count – you may bounce a little to get a deeper squat.  It is important to keep your body upright, your  

                hips forward, and to face straight ahead.   

STEP 3   Continue to squat as low as you can, keeping your hips forward and your body upright.  Drop your chin down to your  

                chest.  Pin your elbows to your side and raise your hands with palms facing outward.  Hold for another eight-count.   

HOW  TO  PERFORM  KOSHIWARI  

STEP 1 STEP 2 STEP 3 

SHIKO 

The shiko is the most fundamental, basic, and important training exercise in sumo.  The shiko not only strengthens the lower body 

but also strengthens the spine.  It develops a sense of balance and pliability.  In addition, one can master how to shift his weight 

and still maintain a balanced center of gravity.  Watching an individual perform shiko will reveal how skillful and how strong the 

rikishi is.  

STEP 1   Spread legs apart and extend the tips of the toes outward at an angle of 120 degrees.  Drop hips down to a right angle or  

                lower. Place both hands on the knees softly.  Keep hips forward, remain upright, do not lean forward. 

STEP 2   Begin by shifting your weight to the lead (left) leg.  Always start by raising the right leg.  Keep force on inside of leg and  

                on the big toe.  The lead leg should still be bent, shift the weight, DO NOT straighten your lead leg or stand up.  Begin  

                to breathe in.  

STEP 3   While shifting weight onto the lead leg, raise the other (right) leg.  Eyes should be focused on your toes.  Left hand  

                remains on knee to help stabilize and balance, right hand may move slightly above the knee.  Continue to breathe in.  

STEP 4   Straighten both legs.  Left hand remains on knee to stabilize and balance, right hand remains just above the right knee or  

                may move behind upper thigh.  It is important to raise the leg as high as possible.  Stop your breathing.   

STEP 5   Hold at highest position for 2-3 seconds.  Lower the raised leg from the tip of the toe first.  Breathe out.   

STEP 6   Come back to the first position, squat – hips remain forward – keep shoulders back, do not lean upper body forward.   

                Lead hand remains on knee, other (right) hand slaps above knee as foot lands on dohyo.  Stop breathing.  Repeat  

               movement alternating right/ left legs. 

HOW  TO  PERFORM  SHIKO 

STEP 1 STEP 2 STEP 3 STEP 4 STEP 5 STEP 6 

In this section we will discuss basic fundamental movements, positions, and postures.   

These are key to your sumo training and ability to perform well during your matches.     

SUMO  ESSENTIALS By Tom Zabel 



OSHIDASHI / OSHITAOSHI 

   Push Out     /    Push Down  

 

If we break down the words Oshidashi and Oshitaoshi we may better understand the translation:  “oshi” is to “push”; “dashi”, 

when used in sumo terms is “out” or “out of the dohyo”.  When “taoshi” is used in sumo terms it is to “push/fall back onto the 

dohyo”.  Through translation we can see that Oshidashi is a “push out” and Oshitaoshi is a “push down”.   

 

In both, the attacker pushes his opponent without gripping the mawashi. The attacker must also maintain hand contact at all 

times.  There is a similar move, Tsukidashi (thrust out), where the attacker does not grip the mawashi but does not maintain hand 

contact at all times.   

STEP 1   If executed properly, your opponent will not be able to defend himself in any way.  Oshi (pushing) is the most basic  

                technique and is the secret to winning in sumo.  Drop your body and bury your head into your opponent’s chest forming  

                the shape of hazu (thumb on chest, remaining fingers under armpit) and pushing him upward.    

STEP 2   Attack immediately after the tachiai (initial charge) with a quick forward shuffle of your feet.   

STEP 3   Drive your opponent by dropping your hips and extending your arms when your opponent is at the edge of the tawara.  In  

                Oshidashi, your opponent will be driven out of the dohyo.  In Oshitaoshi, he/she will fall down onto the dohyo.      

Because of the size differential of wrestlers competing as amateurs (light- , middle-, 

heavy-weight) versus professional (no weight divisions) there are some techniques 

used more often in the amateur arena than on the professional side.   In this section 

we will highlight various techniques.   

 

Oshidashi and Yorikiri normally make up over 50% of the wins in sumo.  There are 

82 officially recognized winning techniques, but if you can master these two,  you 

will have the basic skill to compete and win in sumo.    

STEP  1 STEP  2 STEP  3 Oshitaoshi STEP  3 Oshidashi 

YORIKIRI / YORITAOSHI 

 Force Out  /   Force Down  

 

“Yori” roughly translates to “belt” or in our case “mawashi”.  “Kiri” is an “end” or “conclusion”.  “Taoshi” would be to 

“push/fall back”.   

 

In Yorikiri and Yoritaoshi you drive your opponent backwards while maintaining a grip on your opponent's mawashi at all 

times.  In Yorikiri. you force your opponent out of the dohyo.  In Yoritoashi,  he/she collapses or falls under the force of the attack.   

STEP 1   Grab your opponent’s mawashi from the inside and pull in the direction of that grip.  The technique works best when you  

                push with your outside arm and pull in the direction of your inside grip.  Always maintain your center of gravity lower  

                than your opponent.  

STEP 2   Pull your opponent into you by gripping his mawashi and raising your opponent’s hip.  This allows you to keep your center  

                of  gravity lower than his.   

STEP 3   If you are powerful enough to heave your opponent out of the dohyo that is as effective as driving your opponent back and  

               out of  (Yorikiri) or onto (Yoritaoshi) the dohyo.   

STEP  1 STEP  2 STEP  3 Yorikiri STEP  3 Yoritaoshi 

KIMARITE   
KORNER 

決 
ま 
り 
手 

By Tom Zabel 



NUMBER 33:  HAKUHO TOPPLES TAIHO'S MARK 
 

The most durable, most venerated record in the sumo world was finally surpassed on  

Friday, January 23, 2015. 

  

It was on this date that the world's #1 sumotori, 69th Yokozuna Hakuho, defeated 

Ozeki Kisenosato to go 13-0 and thus clinch the 2015 Hatsu Basho championship. 

By so doing, he captures the Tenno-Hai for the 33rd time - and passes the legendary  

48th Yokozuna Taiho in number of career Makunouchi yusho. 

  

                                                    Before 01/23/15, Taiho's record of 32 top-division 

                                                    championships had loomed above all other sumo   

                                                    all other sumo records for 44 years.  It had withstood 

                                                    withstood assault from the sport's other modern-day legends:  Yokozuna #55 Kitanoumi (24 wins),  

                                                    #58 Chiyonofuji (31 wins), #65 Takanohana (22 wins), and #68 Asashoryu (25 wins). 

by Jim “Yukikaze” Lowerre 

Now that’s a beautiful shiko – left leg lifted high (held for split second), left arm on back 

of thigh, upper body tilted (not upright), right arm still on knee, head facing forward 

Yokozuna Hakuho with the Emporer’s Cup 

Hakuho performing his  

Yokozuna Dohyo Iri 

Jesse was born in June 1944 in Happy Valley, Maui.  He played football for Henry Perrine Baldwin High.  His football coach noticed 

that he could use more strength in his legs and hips and recommended that he train his lower body through sumo, a sport popular 

among the local Japanese-American community.  He joined a local amateur sumo club and it was there that he was spotted by 

visiting professional sumo wrestlers from Japan.  He was eventually recruited by the head coach of Takasago stable, former 

Yokozuna Maedayama.   After he graduated high school he joined the Takasago stable as a new recruit in 1964. 

 

Jesse’s was given the shikona of Takamiyama (Mountain of the Lofty View).   He made  

his professional debut in March 1964 and reached the top Makuuchi Division in January  

1968. He spent 16 years in the Makuuchi Division, for a total of 20 years as a wrestler.       

 

The highlight of his career came in July 1972 when he won the tournament championship  

with a 13-2 record - the first foreigner ever to do so.  A congratulatory letter from U.S.  

President Nixon was read out at the presentation ceremony.      

 

Following this victory he was promoted from Maegashira #4 to sumo's third highest rank  

of Sekiwake..  Due to his exceptionally large size (6’3”, 450 lbs. at his peak), trademark  

                                                      sideburns, and bright orange mawashi, Takamiyama was  

                                                      an extremely popular figure to the Japanese public, even among those who did not regularly follow  

                                                      sumo.  His great fighting spirit and his determination to never miss a bout no matter what injuries  

                                                      he had – a Japanese character trait known as “gaman” – were much admired.   

 

                                                      When Jesse retired he held the records for having competed in the most tournaments as a top  

                                                      division wrestler at 97 (these were also consecutive tournaments), a total of 1,430 top division  

                                                      bouts  (Ozeki Kaio has since surpassed these two records.)  Jesse still holds the record for the most  

                                                      consecutive bouts in the top division at 1,231.  (He did not miss a match from his debut until he  

                                                      was forced to withdraw from the September 1981 tournament because of a training injury.   

 

                                                      Jesse paved the way for other Hawaiian wrestlers such as Konishiki, Akibono, and Musashimaru.   

   

                                                      In 1986, he opened his own training stable, Azumazeki-beya, the first foreigner to do so.  Akebono  

                                                      became the stable's first Sekitori  in 1990, and he also became the first foreign born Yokozuna in  

                                                      1993.  Jesse continued to run the stable until he retired again in 2009. 

Jesse Kuhaulua - TAKAMIYAMA 

Takamiyama performing the dohyo-iri  

– ring entering ceremony 

Takamiyama winning the  

Emporer’s Cup – July 1972 

By Tom Zabel 



Yoshisada Yonezuka Sensei , the founder of Cranford Judo and Karate Center and Olympic coach, 

77, passed away Saturday, Oct. 18, 2014, at Hackensack University Medical Center.   

 

He will be greatly missed by the United States sumo and judo communities.  He was well known and 

respected throughout the world in all martial arts disciplines.  He was a one-of-a-kind mentor and 

teacher.   

 

Surviving are a son, Nicolas Yonezuka (Denise); a daughter, Natacha Yonezuka-Gullo (Geoffrey); 

four beloved grandchildren, Sophia, Nicolas, Jack, and Kenji; two sisters, Teruko and Nabuko; two 

brothers, Yoshi and Masato; and his former wife, Anastasia Yonezuka. 

米塚 義定  

Yoshisada Yonezuka 

May 19, 1937 - October 18, 2014  Judo - Kudan (Ninth)          Karate – Hachidan (Eighth)          Sumo – Godan (Fifth) 

Sensei Yone was born in northern Japan on May 19th, 1937.  As a child he began training in track and sumo.  He started judo in high 

school and became the Northern Japan High School Judo Champion in 1955.  In 1956 he entered Nihon University and was a 

member of the university team that won the All Northern Japan Championship in 1959.  Yone also began studying several styles of 

karate: wado-ryu, shito-ryu and shorinji-kempo.   

 

Yone moved to New York in 1960 and began teaching Judo at West Point Military Academy in 1962.  During that same year he 

opened his Cranford Judo and Karate Center in New Jersey.  It is here where he developed many aspiring students, world-class 

athletes, and Olympic medalists.  In 1964 he coached the U.S. Air Force Judo Team.  From 1970-1976 Yone won the Judo National 

Master’s Championship (209 lb. division) for seven consecutive years.    

 

In 1980 he began to coach the U.S. National Judo Team in various international  

events.  As Head Coach,  the team participated in the following:   

1982 – World Championships (Moscow, Russia) 

1985 – World Championships (Seoul, Korea)  

1987 – World Championships (Essen, Germany)  

1988 – Olympic Games (Seoul, Korea) 

1991 – Pan American Games (Havana, Cuba) 

1992 – Olympic Games (Barcelona, Spain)  

 

The walls of the Cranford Judo and Karate Center display the club's history in photo- 

graphs, newspaper  stories, and magazine articles from the Olympic Games; sumo, 

judo, and karate World, North American, and National Championships; and Junior 

National and World Championships.  These are a tribute to Yone’s many years of dedication and training of these athletes.  

Promoting these sports and training world-class athletes was his life-long ambition.  

1992 marked the first year of the World Sumo Championships.  Yone began  training athletes for the event  and sent a U.S. team of 

athletes.  That first year Manny Yarbrough placed second in the open-weight division and Team USA placed 3rd.  From 1993 – 1999 

Yone coached Team USA at the World Championships and it culminated in 1995 when Manny took home the GOLD medal in the 

open-weight division.  It marked the first time that someone other than the Japanese had won.   

 

                                                                                                                 He founded the United States Sumo Federation (USSF) and  

                                                                                                                 led us as it’s first President and served as Trustee and  

                                                                                                                 Executive Director.  He also represented the U.S. as Vice-  

                                                                                                                 President of the IFS and Continental Director for North  

                                                                                                                 America.     

 

                                                                                                                 Yone-sensei, thank you for your leadership, devotion, and  

                                                                                                                 passion for our sport.  Your wisdom and ability to get the best  

                                                                                                                 out of the athletes you trained is uncommon.  You will be  

                                                                                                                 remembered always and greatly missed by all of us.   

SUMO 

By Tom Zabel 

Yone as gyoji at the 2005 U.S. Nationals in Cranford, N.J.  



The purpose of the U.S. Sumo Federation (USSF) kyu grade and dan rank policy is to provide a process, requirements, and 

qualifications by which USSF athletes may earn kyu (student grade) and dan (expert, instructor) ranks.  (It is outlined in more detail 

in the USSF Policy Letter #5 which you can find on the USSF website.) 

 

When the USSF was formed, we were given authority to award the first three dan (pronounced “don”) ranks (shodan, nidan, 

sandan) from the International Sumo Federation (IFS).  Any rank higher than sandan is awarded by the IFS.  Initially, the criteria 

for the dan ranks was loosely based on the requirements used in Japan for promotion.  Because of the tremendous disparity in 

training methods and quality of training between what is performed in Japan compared to what USSF athletes have available in the 

United States, it was believed that individuals were being promoted to a dan rank that were not properly trained or did not possess 

adequate knowledge or skill to be awarded that rank.  After numerous discussions and over many months of planning, the USSF 

came up with revised qualifications for the USSF dan ranking system that better suits the training development, knowledge, and 

skills practiced in the United States.    

 

The USSF also recently developed a series of kyu grades and testing criteria so that U.S. athletes can learn and become proficient in 

the designated knowledge and skills of sumo.  The USSF combined guiding principles from Japan’s Promotion Criterion (the 

Japanese Budo Rank Guide for Judo, Kendo, Karate, and Sumo) and the kyu system practiced by various martial arts in the United 

States.     

  

Advancing in grade and rank is a very positive thing and the USSF strives to keep the integrity and respect of our grading/ranking 

system in line with other sumo athletes worldwide.     

NOTE:  It is up to the individual member to keep records of training, tournaments/events (i.e. date, name of event, etc…) 

participated in, date of grade(s)/rank(s), tournament won-loss record, coaching, officiating, and other achievements in sumo so 

as to provide this data when requesting a grade/rank promotion to a Promotion Board.    

The following are the basic criteria/qualifications for kyu grade and dan rank advancements (more details are listed in USSF Policy 

Letter #5).   

KYU  GRADE  &  DAN  RANK 

1.  Time in Sumo – How long have you been in sumo?  A member of the USSF?  

2.  Time in Grade –  Date of your last rank?  Date(s) of other ranks?   

3.  Training – Have you completed kyu grades?   Training in Japan or other foreign training?  

4.  Reference from a DAN ranked individual   

5.  Competition record/log – List of tournaments competed in (with dates and locations) –  

        What level was each tournament? (i.e. local, state, national, international) –  

        Division(s) competed in? – Medals or place? – Noteworthy opponents –  

        This information also helps to determine the “level” of competition on your application.    

6.  Teaching / Instructor / Coaching Experience  

7.  Officiating (i.e. Referee, Judge) Experience  

8.  Other Achievements in Sumo  

9.  Plans of Continuing Sumo Education and Support  

Yonkyu  (4th) 

Gokyu (5th) 

Rokyu (6th) 

Shodan  (1st) 

Nidan  (2nd)  

Sandan  (3rd)  

Nikyu  (2nd) 

Ikkyu  (1st) 

Sankyu  (3rd) 

Godan 

Yoshisada Yonezuka 

Yondan 

John Jacques 

Emanuel Yarbrough 

Sandan 

Thomas Zabel 

Kelly Gneiting 

Nidan 

Hiroshi Matsuzaki 

Harry Dudrow 

James Lowerre 

Douglas Cochran 

Troy Collins 

Art Morrow 

Dan Kalbfleisch 

Andrew Freund 

Shodan   
Ernie Hunt Kurt Rightmyer 

Packy Bannevans Bart Harris 

Jeff Riddle Glenn Crosby 

Rene Marte Robert Ashworth 

Tyler Olsen Steve Bird 

Trent Sabo Kevin Carter 

Marcus Barber   

Below is the list of current dan rank holders: 

By Tom Zabel 



USSF  YEAR  IN  REVIEW 
The U.S. National Sumo Championships were held at Jackson Hole, WY on June 14th.  We had one of our biggest turnouts as there 

were 36 athletes that competed.  The women saw the largest numbers ever at a U.S. Nationals competition with ten ladies.  The 

Juniors side also saw a record number competing with six individuals.   

 

This year was special in that all of our medals were made by  

Joe Gray, USSF member and Navajo Indian.  We also saw  

the New York Times attend with camera and video crew.   

They did interviews with many of the athletes but their main  

focus was American women in sumo.  The ladies ended up  

getting some good press here in the U.S. and overseas.     

 

The U.S. delegation for the World Sumo Championship in  

Taiwan, was our largest to date – we sent a full Senior Men’s  

team, one member shy of a full Senior Women’s team, three  

Shonen (Juniors), a coach, and referee.   

    

               Members of  TEAM USA 2014: 

Coach – Kelly Gneiting, Senior Men - Andre Coleman,  

Kena Heffernan, Jay Holder, and Colton Runyan.  Senior Women – Jenelle Hamilton, Amanda Soule, and Brittany Jones.  Shonen – 

Ian Runyan, Celine Van Hoye, and Sarena Gneiting.  We also sent an official – Matt Davis.  Our Senior Men’s Team was in medal 

contention but had to face a strong Mongolian team for their final matches and ended up off the podium.   

 

                                                                 The highlight of the World Championships for the U.S. was Sarena Gneiting bringing home  

                                                                 a BRONZE medal in the Junior Heavy-weight division.  CONGRATULATIONS  

                                                                 SARENA!  The last medalist we had was Trent Sabo back in 2008 when he won the bronze  

                                                                 in the Senior Men’s Light-weight division.   

 

                                                                 The US Sumo Open was held on Sep 20th in Los Angeles, CA.  There were nine countries  

                                                                 represented:  The U.S., Mongolia, Canada, Russia, Argentina, Tonga, Japan, the United  

                                                                 Kingdom and New Zealand.  A couple of the standout American medalists were:  Kena  

                                                                 Heffernan – silver middle and open, Jay Holder – bronze open, Ed Suczewski – bronze  

                                                                 light, and Roy Sims – bronze heavy.  The upset of the day was when Brodi Henderson  

                                                                 (Canada) defeated Byambajav Ulambayar (Mongolia) for the gold in the open-weight  

                                                                 division.   

WORLD  GAMES  2021 
 

The city of Birmingham, AL put in a bid for hosting the 2021 World Games.  The other two city finalists were Lima, Peru and Ufa, 

Russia.  Over the summer all the U.S. sports organizations that participate in the World Games were contacted by the Birmingham 

Committee asking for a support letter for their bid to host the Games.  The USSF sent an endorsement letter to the Committee that 

was included in Birmingham’s official bid.   

 

In September, the International World Games Association (IWGA) Selection Committee started their visits to the three finalist cities.  

Birmingham was first on the list.  The USSF was invited to send delegates to the Welcoming Event  to again show support for 

Birmingham’s bid.  We sent two delegates:  Tom Zabel and Packy Bannevans.   

 

Tom and Packy spent the evening mingling with the IWGA Selection Committee members, the Birmingham Committee members, 

along with delegates of the other sports represented at the World Games.  Hopefully, they forged a few new relationships and made 

a few contacts with those other organizations that we can develop even stronger relationships with in the future.  Our delegates also 

delivered a preliminary set of requirements for venue, housing, etc… from the IFS for sumo.    

 

From what Tom and Packy observed, the IWGA Selection Committee was impressed by Birmingham’s bid.  They have support 

from the state of Alabama, the U.S. Olympic Committee and all of the U.S. sport organizations.  The IWGA just made their 

announcement a few days ago and chose Birmingham to host the 2021 World Games.  Congratulations to Birmingham! 

Individuals that would represent Team USA at the World Sumo Championships. 

U.S. Nationals 2014 

Sarena Gneiting on the podium  

at the 2014 World Championships  

accepting her BRONZE medal. 

By Tom Zabel 

By Tom Zabel 



AMERICAN  YOUTH  TEAM  COMPETES  IN  JAPAN 

 
After only three months of training at Uchida-sensei's Taido Karate School in Atlanta, GA, we took a team of five elementary and 

middle school students to compete in the 5th Annual Hakuho Hai in Tokyo on Sunday, February 1st, 2015.   

 

The Hakuho Cup is a children's sumo tournament started by current Yokozuna  

Hakuho in 2011.  Our team members, who also belong to the Georgia Sumo  

Association, were Garrett Bannevans, David Shapira, Carter Gable, Keefer  

Choates, and Pharoe Hickson.  They were coached by myself, Packy Bannevans.   

In previous years, there were only teams from Asia (Japan, China, Korea,  

Mongolia, etc.) in attendance, but this year the field of 800+ athletes also  

included teams from the U.S., Estonia, Bulgaria, and Australia.   

 

The weather was cold, but our spirits were high when we arrived at Narita late  

Wednesday afternoon. We were picked up by a chartered microbus and taken to  

our hotel in Ryogoku.  We unpacked and headed immediately to an Italian  

Restaurant where we were treated to a wonderful dinner by Katsuki-san  

(Uchida-sensei's university sempai).  The next morning was the best of the trip  

as we headed to Miyagino-Beya for sumo practice with sumo great Hakuho.   

 

                                                                           Hakuho introduced himself to me and began butsukari keiko with our youngest team  

                                                                           member Garrett.  When Garrett fell, the Yokozuna picked up his own towel and  

                                                                           dusted him off.  This was our team’s first practice on a dirt dohyo and it was one we  

                                                                           will never forget.  

 

                                                                         We went sightseeing the next day before  

                                                                         having dinner with soon to be Sekiwake  

                                                                         Terunofuji at an incredible sushi shop.   

                                                                         We returned to Miyagino-beya on Saturday  

                                                                         for a joint practice with the team from  

                                                                         Mongolia.  One of our team members –  

                                                                         David – speaks Russian and was able to  

                                                                         communicate with the oldest Mongolian  

                                                                         kid.  I was interviewed for Mongolian TV  

by a reporter who spoke no English via a translator who spoke Japanese.  Weird!  

 

Sunday was the big day of the tournament and we left our hotel at 7am for the short walk  

to the Kokugikan.  We were the first team match on a side dohyo for round 1 and we lost  

0-5 to our Japanese opponents.  Our next team match was on the main dohyo and we barely lost by a 2-3 score, also to a team from  

                                                                                                   Japan.  Garrett did win the first match for the USA by fusensho  

                                                                                                   (no opponent) and Carter had a nice throw down of his Japanese  

                                                                                                   counterpart two bouts later.   

 

                                                                                                   Sunday afternoon was reserved for individual competition in which  

                                                                                                   our oldest wrestler Pharoe was the only American to eke out a victory.   

                                                                                                   We were very proud of how Keefer and the rest of the team tried their  

                                                                                                   best though (especially by befriending some of the Japanese  

                                                                                                   competitors).   

   

                                                                                                   After the closing ceremonies finished 2 hours late at 10pm, we left for  

                                                                                                   dinner with Hakuho at a nearby izakaya.  We returned home the next  

                                                                                                   day feeling proud of our efforts and happy that no one was hurt.  

 

                                                                                                   I hope that we can recruit more members to join us next year for  

                                                                                                   what I hope will be an annual event for many years to come!   

by Packy Bannevans 

Sumo practice with Hakuho 

Sumo practice with Hakuho 

Hakuho giving Pharoe some pointers 

“Team Amerika” during the competition 


